Multispectral imaging of tissue absorption and scattering using spatial frequency domain imaging and a computed-tomography imaging spectrometer
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Abstract. We present an approach for rapidly and quantitatively mapping tissue absorption and scattering spectra in a wide-field, noncontact imaging geometry by combining multifrequency spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) with a computed-tomography imaging spectrometer (CTIS). SFDI overcomes the need to spatially scan a source, and is based on the projection and analysis of periodic structured illumination patterns. CTIS provides a throughput advantage by simultaneously diffracting multiple spectral images onto a single CCD chip to gather spectra at every pixel of the image, thus providing spatial and spectral information in a single snapshot. The spatial-spectral data set was acquired 30 times faster than with our wavelength-scanning liquid crystal tunable filter camera, even though it is not yet optimized for speed. Here we demonstrate that the combined SFDI-CTIS is capable of rapid, multispectral imaging of tissue absorption and scattering in a noncontact, nonscanning platform. The combined system was validated for 36 wavelengths between 650–1000 nm in tissue simulating phantoms over a range of tissue-like absorption and scattering properties. The average percent error for the range of absorption coefficients ($\mu_a$) was less than 10% from 650–800 nm, and less than 20% from 800–1000 nm. The average percent error in reduced scattering coefficients ($\mu_s'$) was less than 5% from 650–700 nm and less than 3% from 700–1000 nm. The SFDI-CTIS platform was applied to a mouse model of brain injury in order to demonstrate the utility of this approach in characterizing spatially and spectrally varying tissue optical properties.
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1 Introduction

Most current techniques for quantifying tissue absorption and scattering are limited in the number of spatial and spectral measurements that can be obtained simultaneously. Optical methods that quantitatively separate absorption from scattering in turbid media are typically based on strategies that employ spatially and/or temporally modulated light sources. Both spatial and temporal modulation methods employ either real- or frequency-domain measurements in conjunction with model-based analyses. Most of these methods determine spatially averaged absorption and scattering values in tissue volumes near source and detector optical fibers placed in contact with the tissue, limiting the mapping capability of these techniques to one or a series of discrete measurement locations. One strategy that overcomes the limits to spatial mapping employs the spatial frequency domain and is based on the projection and analysis of periodic structured illumination patterns. This structured or modulated light imaging effectively expands the number of sources and detectors to be nearly continuous across the field of view, with a single measurement at each pixel of the camera used. The importance of this approach is its ability to spatially map tissue optical properties, eliminating the need to scan through space when rich spatial data is required. This technology has been shown to map tissue optical properties, have depth-sectioning sensitivity, and has been used in a number of in vivo applications including monitoring hemodynamics during stroke in the brain and in breast tumors.

In order to rapidly gather spatial and broadband spectral information simultaneously, we have combined spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) with a computed tomography imaging spectrometer (CTIS). SFDI eliminates spatial scanning while CTIS eliminates spectral scanning by taking hyperspectral snapshots, allowing us to reconstruct 156 × 116 pixel images at up to 96 wavelengths (we reconstruct 36 wavelengths here) in each snapshot. This greatly improves measurement speed compared with scanning based hyperspectral methods, such as a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF), acousto-optic tunable filter.
Validation of the combined system was performed by measuring a range of tissue phantoms with known absorption and scattering values. The validated SFDI-CTIS system's spatial and spectral resolution of optical properties is demonstrated in a mouse model of brain injury. From the absorption spectra, we recover maps of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, oxygen saturation, total hemoglobin concentration, and water content. We find that the total hemoglobin concentration measured at the site of injury reflects expected literature values for hemoglobin concentration in mouse blood. The water content map shows possible edema in and surrounding the site of visually apparent injury and also corresponds well to an area of decreased \( \mu_r' \) at all wavelengths. These parameters are clinically useful for monitoring oxygen and hemoglobin delivery to different parts of the brain, and have potential for directly quantifying injury-induced swelling and edema.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Instrument

A common implementation of multi-spectral SFDI uses a broadband light source, e.g., quartz tungsten halogen lamp, with filters placed in front of the CCD camera to scan through multiple wavelengths. We typically employ a liquid crystal tunable filter (Nuance, CRI, Woburn, MA) to acquire 36 spectral images between 650–1000 nm with 10-nm spacing, which, depending on the subject, may require tens of seconds per frame. In order to eliminate the time required to scan through wavelength space, we have combined the structured light projection system with a Computed-Tomography Imaging Spectrometer (CTIS), from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), NASA. CTIS devices have previously been used in multispectral imaging of the retina. The CTIS used here gives a three-dimensional data cube with 116 pixels of spatial information at up to 96 wavelengths. We typically employ a liquid crystal tunable filter (AOTF), push broom imaging spectrometers or filter wheels, which require separate snapshots for each wavelength. Here acquisition of the spatial and spectral data set was approximately 30 times faster on the same sample with the CTIS than with our LCTF (Nuance, CRI).

Validation of the combined system was performed by measuring a range of tissue phantoms with known absorption and scattering values. The validated SFDI-CTIS system’s spatial and spectral resolution of optical properties is demonstrated in a mouse model of brain injury. From the absorption spectra, we recover maps of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, oxygen saturation, total hemoglobin concentration, and water content. We find that the total hemoglobin concentration measured at the site of injury reflects expected literature values for hemoglobin concentration in mouse blood. The water content map shows possible edema in and surrounding the site of visually apparent injury and also corresponds well to an area of decreased \( \mu_r' \) at all wavelengths. These parameters are clinically useful for monitoring oxygen and hemoglobin delivery to different parts of the brain, and have potential for directly quantifying injury-induced swelling and edema.

The combined structured illumination and CTIS platform appears in Fig. 2. Broadband, near infrared light is produced by the quartz tungsten halogen lamp. The lamp is a 250 W, power adjustable source (Newport Oriel, Irvine, CA, model 66883) with a flux controller unit to stabilize the power output of the bulb over time (Newport Oriel, Irvine, CA, model 68950). The light is focused onto a spatial light modulator, in this case, a digital micromirror device (DMD). The DMD, 1024\times768 binary mirrors, based on the DLP™ technology (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX), produces the spatially modulated patterns. Here we use temporal averaging over at least 30 ms (simply setting exposure times to be greater than 30 ms) to produce grayscale sinusoidal projections from the binary light/dark positions of the mirrors. A mirror is placed after the projection optics to
direct the projected patterns onto the sample. Images are then gathered through collection lenses into the CTIS. The field of view is variable and dependent on the projection and collection lenses chosen, in this case on the order of 1–2 cm. Crossed linear polarizers at the projector and collection lenses eliminate specular reflection from surface of the sample.

This first implementation of the combined structured illumination and CTIS platform can acquire data at a rate of about 10 frames per minute, which is currently limited by the Labview acquisition rather than the exposure time of the CTIS camera. Note that an equivalent measurement with our LCTF system (Nuance, CRI, Woburn, MA) has a rate of about 0.33 frames per minute. With future software development, such as triggering of the camera at each projection, this could theoretically be increased to around 20 frames per minute (dependent only on the exposure time of the CTIS). Brighter light sources and potential use of fewer spatial frequency phase projections could further contribute to an increased frame rate. The ultimate limits for exposure time here are the albedo of the scene and the ~30 ms per projection required to produce stable grayscale images with the DMD.

Reconstruction of the CTIS snapshots using the standard CTIS computed tomography algorithm currently takes around 30 seconds per snapshot using a dual-core processor (Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.40 GHz) and is currently done after data acquisition. By using both cores of the processor, around 4 snapshots per minute can be reconstructed. The use of multiple core computers, clusters of computers or parallel processing with graphics processing units could speed up the reconstruction of a large number of snapshots.

Another advantage of the combined system is the impact of the projected spatial frequencies on the CTIS reconstructions. It has been shown that adding spatial frequency to the collected images helps to fill in the “missing cone,” which is interpreted as a region in spatial-spectral frequency space along the spectral frequency axis where no information is gathered by the CTIS.

### 2.2 Tissue simulating phantoms

To validate the accuracy of the combined system, titrations of absorption and scattering were performed with ranges of optical properties typical of tissue values. Liquid phantoms were constructed with known concentrations of an absorber (water soluble nigrosin) and scatterer (Liposyn II, a lipid emulsion). Nigrosin absorption was characterized in a spectrophotometer. Dilutions were made from a stock solution of 250 mg/500 ml of water soluble nigrosin. A 100th dilution of the stock solution results in an absorption coefficient of 0.016 mm⁻¹ at 650 nm. Reduced scattering of the lipid emulsion has previously been characterized. In the first set of phantoms, the reduced scattering was increased incrementally between 0.56–1.39 mm⁻¹ at 650 nm, while absorption was held constant at 0.0056 mm⁻¹. In the next set of phantoms, the amount of absorber was increased incrementally to give absorption values from 0.0056–0.027 mm⁻¹ at 650 nm, while holding the reduced scattering at a constant value of 0.56 mm⁻¹. Two spatial frequencies (0 lines/mm, or unstructured illumination, and 0.29 lines/mm) were used. The calibration phantom for the reduced scattering was a separate Liposyn and nigrosin liquid phantom with optical properties at 650 nm that were \( \mu_s' = 1.67 \text{ mm}^{-1} \) and \( \mu_a = 0.0056 \text{ mm}^{-1} \). For the absorption titration the calibration phantom had optical property values at 650 nm of \( \mu_s' = 0.97 \text{ mm}^{-1} \) and \( \mu_a = 0.01 \text{ mm}^{-1} \).

### 2.3 In vivo model

To demonstrate the mapping capabilities and in vivo capacity of the combined system, images of a small bleed on mouse cortex were acquired (Under UC Irvine IACUC protocol number 2007-2703). The bleed was caused by a pinprick to exposed dura after craniotomy with a 27 gauge needle. This provided an example with both spectral and spatial inhomogeneities. Two spatial frequencies (0 lines/mm, or unstructured illumination, and 0.27 lines/mm) were used. The measurement took about 5 s to acquire and 3 min to reconstruct and process afterward. The data was calibrated with a silicone tissue phantom of known optical properties.

### 2.4 Models of light transport for determining tissue optical properties

Current methods of determining tissue optical properties often employ the diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation. This has been demonstrated for use with structured illumination. Briefly the time independent diffusion equation can be written as:

\[
\nabla^2 \psi - 3\mu_a \mu_r \psi = -3\mu_r q, 
\]

where \( \mu_r = \mu'_r + \mu_a \), \( \mu_a \) is the absorption coefficient, \( \mu'_r \) is the reduced scattering coefficient, \( \psi \) is the fluence rate, and \( q \) is the source term. The source is planar with sinusoidal intensity,

\[
q = q_0 \left( \frac{1}{2} \cos(2\pi f_s x + \alpha) + \frac{1}{2} \right),
\]

where \( f_s \) is spatial frequency (in lines/mm) and \( \alpha \) is the spatial phase. Using a fluence rate that varies only with depth \( z \) in the tissue with the time-independent diffusion equation, we arrive at an equation for fluence that is dependent on the spatial frequency of the source,

\[
\frac{d^2 \psi(z)}{dz^2} + \left[ 3\mu_a \mu_r + (2\pi f_s)^2 \right] \psi(z) = -3\mu_r q_0(z),
\]

where we define the parameter \( \mu'_r' \) as

\[
\mu'_e = 3\mu_a \mu_r + (2\pi f_s)^2.
\]

The inverse of \( \mu'_e \) is a metric of the average depth of penetrations of the light and is both wavelength and spatial frequency dependent. In the near infrared, for typical tissue optical properties, this penetration depth is on the order of several millimeters. Combining this with an extended source, solving for fluence and applying a boundary condition that requires that the flux, \( j \), is proportional to the fluence at the surface, as previously shown, we measure diffuse reflectance, \( R_d \),

\[
R_d(k) = \frac{-j|_{z=0}}{P_0} = \left( \mu'_e / \mu_a + 1 \right) \left( \mu'_e / \mu_a + 3A' \right),
\]

with \( A \) as a proportionality constant and \( A' \) is the reduced albedo \( \mu' / \mu_a \).

A summary of the findings of this model shows the impact of spatial frequencies. Low spatial frequencies have the
most sensitivity to changes in absorption, while higher spatial frequencies have sensitivity to scattering changes but greatly reduced sensitivity to absorption. To separate absorption from scattering, a minimum of two spatial frequency projections are needed. Typically one spatial frequency is zero (dc), or planar illumination, and the other is a nonzero (ac) frequency. In order to obtain the entire spatial map of each spatial frequency, each frequency is projected three times, shifting the phase of the sinusoids by 120° and 240° from the original pattern. These three phase images are then “demodulated” for each frequency using the following equation: 

$$\text{Reflectance} = 2^{1/3} \left\{ \left( A - B \right)^2 + (B - C)^2 + (C - A)^2 \right\}.$$ 

Note that the demodulation occurs after the CTIS reconstructions are performed. This technique requires a minimum of six spatial frequency projections per measurement: two spatial frequencies with three phase projections each. Once these two spatial frequencies are acquired and demodulated, they are calibrated to a tissue simulating phantom of previously determined optical properties. Using a least-squares nonlinear fit, to minimize the error between the measurement and the model prediction, we arrive at an absorption coefficient, \(\mu_a\), and reduced scattering coefficient, \(\mu'_s\). We perform this fit at every pixel of the camera.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tissue simulating phantoms

The expected and recovered optical properties for scattering and absorption titrations versus wavelength appear in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

The right side of Fig. 3 shows that the scattering titration resulted in recovery of reduced scattering over the range of titrations and wavelengths with an average error of less than 10%. The left side of Fig. 3 shows the fit for absorption, which was held constant during the scattering titration. Average error for constant absorption was less than 10% from 650–925 nm as the scattering was varied. Above 925 nm, the error increases. This is explained by the high value of absorption at the water peak (980 nm) compared to the relatively low scattering at these wavelengths. The \(\mu'_s/\mu_a\) ratio in these regions for the two lowest scattering phantoms ranged from 6–11, which begins to challenge the requirement of the diffusion model for scattering to be much greater than absorption. We see that for the two highest scattering phantoms, the \(\mu'_s/\mu_a\) in the >950 nm range is at least 15 and the error decreases significantly. In the wavelength regions of lowest error, \(\mu'_s/\mu_a\) ∼ 100. We also suffer from relatively low light source power and decreased detector sensitivity in this wavelength region, factors that contribute to diminished signal to noise. The left side of Fig. 3 shows that the absorption titration resulted in average errors of less than 10% from 650–800 nm, and less than 20% from 800–1000 nm. The right side of Fig. 3 shows that the reduced scattering value, held constant throughout the absorption variation, fit very well, with an average error of less than 5%. These errors are similar to those previously reported for a spatial frequency domain imaging system at 660 nm using a 660 nm filter and Roper Cascade 512F camera (absorption titration error <15%, scattering titration error <10%, over a slightly different range of optical properties).

3.2 In vivo model

A dc reflectance image of the mouse cortex at 650 nm is shown in Fig. 4 with a region of interest chosen (dashed line) to show the small bleed and surrounding normal brain on the right side of the cortex.

Maps of the resulting absorption and reduced scattering at 650 nm appear in Fig. 5. Each image contains 63 × 39 pixels, cropped from the full CTIS resolution of 152 × 116 pixels, to highlight the injured and surrounding areas, and measures 6.49 × 4.02 mm. In the absorption map, the contrast of the small bleed relative to surrounding brain is very clear. The absorption...
at 650 nm in the bleed is over six times that of the surrounding brain. This contrast is expected due to the strong absorption of hemoglobin at 650 nm. In the reduced scattering map, values are lower in the area of the bleed by about two- to threefold versus the surrounding tissue. This is also expected, since blood is composed mostly of plasma and therefore, compared to tissue, has a significantly lower density of cellular scattering particles with no comparable extracellular matrix. Note that the overall area of decreased scattering surrounding the bleed is larger than the area of increased absorption. In this experiment, the dura matter was punctured, which may have caused local swelling in addition to the bleed (further discussion appears below).

Figure 4 shows absorption and reduced scattering spectra (650–1000 nm) from two regions of interest (ROIs). The ROIs were selected to highlight differences in physiology: one normal cortical region and one in which a small bleed occurred. The green ROI appears over normal cortex and the blue ROI is over the site of the bleed. The reduced scattering spectra show that scattering is lower in the bleed than in the surrounding brain over the whole wavelength range, which is consistent with less cellularity in blood versus neural tissue, as previously discussed.

The absorption spectra in both ROIs contain features of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin and water.\textsuperscript{14} The absorption in the blue ROI over the bleed is higher across the entire wavelength range. This is because the blood, containing mostly hemoglobin and water, accumulates at the bleed. In the area of the bleed, the concentration of total hemoglobin should approach that of whole mouse blood. Calculating the expected concentration of hemoglobin in whole mouse blood from literature values of 10–17 g/dL, a hematocrit range of 35–52%,\textsuperscript{15} and the molecular weight of hemoglobin as 64.5 × 10\textsuperscript{3} g/mol, we arrive at an expected range of about 543–1371 μM (from: ([10 to 17 g/dL] × [35 to 52% hematocrit] / [64.5 × 10\textsuperscript{3} g/mol]).

Using absorption values from 33 wavelengths in a Beer–Lambert law fit for oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin and water in the area of the bleed, we calculated a total hemoglobin concentration of about 496 μM at the center of the bleed, and a water percentage of about 80–98% as shown in the chromophore maps in Fig. 8. Given the small size of the bleed (less than ~2 mm in diameter), it is likely that the total hemoglobin concentration falls just below the low end of the expected range due to the measurement sampling some volume of brain below and around the bleed. This “partial volume” effect would result in an averaging of the hemoglobin concentrations of the bleed and a small volume of brain.\textsuperscript{16} A map of oxygenation is shown in Fig. 8 (bottom plot, S\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} map). Further characterization of the
combined system’s ability to recover correct tissue oxygenation values can be done using side-by-side tissue oximeter and SFDI-CTIS measurements. This would be a key validation step in the process of developing this technology as an imaging oxygenation monitor. We can see in the water map in Fig. 8 that the shape of the area with higher water concentration is similar to the shape of the reduced scattering map rather than the pattern of increased hemoglobin. This supports the idea that there is local swelling at the location of the bleed. We expect that the presence of both blood and water would decrease tissue scattering by diluting the number-density of scatterers in the field-of-view.

Overall, SFDI and CTIS technologies provide complementary information resulting in rapid acquisition of comprehensive spatial and spectral data. The use of structured illumination separates absorption from scattering at each pixel, while the CTIS gathers multispectral data in each pixel simultaneously. Each technology sacrifices part of its range as a tradeoff to the combination. Image resolution is decreased to the spatial resolution of the undiffracted part of the CTIS image, while the acquisition speed of the CTIS is limited by the number of spatial frequency projections required for each frame of SFDI. Specifically, a CTIS image is roughly 1/5 the number of pixels in a 4 × 4 spatially binned LCTF image using our Nuance camera.
(note that 4 × 4 binning is typically done to shorten exposure times). Though this lower spatial resolution is sufficient for many applications, larger format CTIS devices are being developed to increase spatial resolution. Each CTIS image of tissue only takes ∼200–600 ms, however the ∼6 s temporal resolution of the combined system is limited by the acquisition software and by the six spatial frequency images required to perform SFDI. With faster software, brighter sources, and potentially fewer spatial frequency patterns, the acquisition time of the CTIS-SFDI system could approach less than 1 s. Faster reconstructions are being developed to reduce reconstruction times and bring CTIS closer to near real time analysis.

### 4 Conclusions

In summary, we have developed and validated a combined platform for fast multispectral mapping and quantitation of optical absorption and scattering. The value of this approach can be high for applications that require mapping of multiple spectrally resolved parameters simultaneously as well as in new or exploratory applications in which the optimal measurement wavelengths need to be determined. Rapid acquisition capabilities are well-suited to dynamic measurements of many chromophores in critical tissues such as brain where assessing tissue status and composition can provide real-time insight into challenging problems of neurophysiology, such as injury progression, treatment response, and measuring cortical activity.
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